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Abstract

In this paper, we describe new integer linear program-
ming models and algorithms for datapath scheduling
that aim at minimizing peak power while maintaining
performance. The first algorithm, MVDFC combines both
multiple supply voltages and dynamic frequency clocking
for peak power reduction, while the second algorithm,
MVMC explores multiple supply voltages and multicycling.
The algorithms use the number and type of different
functional units at different operating voltages as the
resource constraints. The effectiveness of the proposed
scheduling algorithms is studied by estimating the peak
power consumption and the power delay product (PDP) of
the datapath circuit being synthesised. The algorithms have
been applied to various high level synthesis benchmark
circuits under different resource constraints. Experimental
results show that for the MVDFC, under various resource
constraints using two supply voltage levels ����� �	��
��� ����� ,
average peak power reduction around ���	� and average
PDP reduction of �	��� can be obtained. For the MVMC
scheme, average peak power reduction is around �	���
and average PDP reduction is ����� , for similar resource
constraints.

1 Introduction

With the increase in chip densities and clock frequencies,
the demand for the design of low power integrated circuits
has increased. The literature is rich on methods to reduce to-
tal energy consumption and average power consumption of
the CMOS circuits. However, the reduction of peak power
consumption is essential to maintain supply voltage levels,
to increase reliability, to reduce size of heat sinks and to
minimize packaging cost [14] . The peak power is the max-
imum power consumption of the integrated circuit at any
instance during its execution. High peak power can affect

the supply voltage levels. The large current flow (large peak
power) causes high ��� drop in the power line, which leads
to reduction of the supply voltage levels at different part
of the circuit. High current flow can reduce reliability be-
cause of hot electron effects and high current density. The
hot electrons may lead to runaway current failures and elec-
trostatic discharge failures. High current density can cause
electromigration failure. If the current (power) dissipation
is large, then the heat generated out of the system is large.
This in turn, results in the need for bigger sinks and costlier
heat dissipation mechanisms in order to maintain the oper-
ating temperature of the ICs in its tolerance limit.

The use of multiple supply voltages for energy reduction
is well researched and several works have appeared in the
literature [4, 3, 5, 7]. In multiple supply voltage scheme the
functional units can be operated at different supply voltages.
The energy savings in this scheme is often accompanied by
degradation of performance because of increase in critical
path delay. The degradation in performance can be com-
pensated using dynamic frequency clocking [7, 8], multicy-
cling and chaining [9], and variable latency components [1].
In case of multicycling an operation is scheduled in more
than one consecutive control step and the control steps are
of equal length. On the other hand, in dynamic frequency
clocking, an operation is scheduled in one unique control
step, but all the control steps of a schedule may not be of
equal length. The clock frequency may be changed on the
fly. The variable latency components can change the num-
ber of cycles required for completion of computation based
on the input data.

In [6], peak power reduction is achieved through simulta-
neous assignment and scheduling. The authors demonstrate
the use of power minimization at one level to achieve opti-
mization at another level. Specifically, the simultaneous use
of SPICE and behavioral synthesis tools is demonstrated.
The authors use genetic algorithms for optimization of av-
erage and peak power. In [12], ILP based scheduling and
modified force directed scheduling have been proposed to
minimize peak power under latency constaints. ILP based
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models to minimize peak power and peak area have been
proposed in [13] for latency constraint scheduling. In [10],
the authors propose the use of data monitor operations for
simultaneous peak power reduction and peak power differ-
ential.

In this work, we propose two scheduling schemes to
reduce peak power at behavioral level using ILP models.
One scheme uses multiple supply voltages and dynamic fre-
quency clocking (MVDFC) and the other scheme uses mul-
tiple supply voltages and multicycling (MVMC). To have
a clear understanding of the scheduling for energy mini-
mization and peak power minimization, let us refer to data
flow graph (DFG) in Fig. 1. The figure shows two different
possible schedules of the same DFG using multiple supply
voltage scheme. Since, in both cases there are two multi-
plers operating at ��� �	� and two adders operating at ��� �	� ,
the energy and average power consumption of both sched-
uled DFGs is the same. But, the peak power consumption
of the schedule in Fig. 1(b) is less than that of Fig. 1(a).
Our approach is to generate peak power efficient schedules
similar to the one in Fig. 1(b).

2 ILP Formulations

In this section, we formulate the ILP models for peak
power minimization for both MVDFC and MVMC sce-
nario. The ILP models ensure that the dependency con-
straints and resource constraints are satisfied. The level con-
verters are considered as resources operating in the control
step in which it needs to step up signal. The dynamic clock-
ing unit (DCU) that generates dynamic frequency is consid-
ered as a resource operating in all the control steps. The
power dissipation of the level converters and DCU are in-
cluded. To measure the performance of the scheduled DFG,
we estimate the power delay product (PDP). The PDP for
both cases, MVDFC and MVMC is estimated as the prod-
uct of average power consumption and critical path delay.

For a DFG, let us assume : (i) ��� any control step or
clock cycle in DFG, (ii) ��� total number of control steps
in the DFG, (iii) �� !� number of resources active in step

� , (iv) "  � cycle frequency for control step � , (v) #%$'&  �
switching at resource ( operating in step � , (vi) )*$+&  � load
capacitance of resource ( operating in control step � and (vii)�,$'&  � operating voltage of resource ( operating in control
step � . The power consumption for any control step � is
given by, -  .� /102 $4365 # $'&  7) $'&  8�:9$+&  "� (1)

The peak power consumption of the DFG is the maximum
power consumption over all the control steps which can be
expressed as below.- ;=<?>A@ �CBED�FHG -  JILK  3657& 9 &NMNMNMNM O (2)

Using Eqn. 1 we rewrite Eqn. 2 as follows.- ;=<?>L@ �PBED	F*Q / 02 $R365 # $+&  J) $+&  8�S9$+&  "� JT K  3658& 9 &NMNMNMNM O (3)

This would serve as an objective function for the scheduling
algorithm. It may be noted that for single frequency and
single frequency mode of operation, �U$'&  and "  are the same
for any clock cycle ( � ) and resource ( ( ).

In order to formulate an ILP based model for Eqn. 3 and
hence a scheduling scheme for the DFG, we use the follow-
ing notations :VXW

total number of operations in the DFG excluding the
source and sink nodes (NO-OPs),Y $ W any operation ( , Z�[\(�[ V

,] @ & ^ W functional unit of type _ operating at voltage level ` ,B @ & ^ W maximum number of functional units of type _ op-
erating at voltage level ` ,a $ W as soon as possible time stamp for the operation Y $ ,b $ W as late as possible time stamp for the operation Y $ ,- �+(J
`,
7"c� W power consumption of operation Y $ at voltage
level ` and operating frequency " ,F $'&  & ^d& e W decision variable which takes the value of Z if op-
eration Y $ is scheduled in control step � using the functional
unit

] @ & ^ and � has frequency "	 ,f $+& ^d& gh& i W
decision variable which takes the value of Z if op-

eration Y $ is using the functional unit
] @ & ^ and scheduled in

control steps jlknm ando $'& ^ W latency for operation Y $ using resource operating at
voltage ` (in terms of number of clock cycles).

2.1 Multiple Supply Voltages and Dynamic
Frequency Clocking (MVDFC)

In this subsection, we describe the ILP formulation for
peak power minimization using multiple supply voltages
and dynamic frequency clocking. In dynamic frequency



clocking [2, 11], the clock frequency is varied on-the-fly
based on the functional units active in that cycle. The fre-
quency reduction creates an opportunity to operate the dif-
ferent functional units at different voltages, which in turn,
helps in further reduction of power.
(a) Objective Function : The objective is to minimize the
peak power consumption of the whole DFG over all control
steps. This is already described above in Eqn. 3.Bp(rqc(sm�(ut	v W - ;=<?>L@ (4)

(b) Uniqueness Constraints : These constraints ensure that
every operation Y $ is scheduled to one unique control step
within the mobility range (

a $ , b $ ) with a particular supply
voltage and operating frequency. We represent them as, wU( ,Z�[x(H[ V

, 2  2 ^ 2 e Fy$'&  & ^d& ez�EZ (5)

(c) Precedence Constraints : These constraints guarantee
that for an operation Y $ , all its predecessors are scheduled
in an earlier control step and its successors are scheduled
in an later control step. These are modelled as, wU(7
s{	
 Y $}|-}~ v������ ,2 ^ 2 e

�y�2� 3l� � �SFy$'& � & ^d& e*� 2 ^ 2 e
� �2< 3l� � v�F��J& < & ^d& e![p��Z (6)

(d) Resource Constraints : These constraints make sure that
no control step contains more than

] @ & ^ operations of type_ operating at voltage ` . These can be enforced as, wc� , ZS[��[�� and wy` , 2$+���	�8� � 2 e Fy$'&  & ^d& e![�B @ & ^ (7)

(e) Frequency Constraints : This set ensures that if a func-
tional unit is operating at higher voltage level then it can
be scheduled in a lower frequency control step, whereas,
a functional unit is operating at lower voltage level then it
can’t be scheduled in a higher frequency control step. We
write these constraints as, wy( , Z}[\(H[ V

, wc� , Z�[���[�� , if"��x` , then F $+&  & ^d& e �C� .
(f) Peak Power Constraints : These constraints ensure that
the maximum power consumption of the DFG does not ex-
ceed

- ;=<?>L@ for any control step. We enforce these con-
straints as follows, wU� , Z�[���[\� and wy` ,2$+��� �8� � 2 e Fy$'&  & ^d& e - �'(7
�`y
J"c�.[ - ;=<?>A@ (8)

2.2 Multiple Supply Voltages and Multicy-
cling (MVMC)

In this subsection, we describe the ILP formulation for
peak power minimization using multiple supply voltages

and multicycling. In this scheme, the functional units are
operated at multiple supply voltages and the lower operating
voltage functional units are scheduled in consecutive con-
trol steps.
(a) Objective Function : The objective is to minimize the
peak power consumption of the whole DFG over all control
steps. This is already described above in Eqn. 3.Bp(rqc(rm�(ut�v W - ;=<?>A@ (9)

(b) Uniqueness Constraints : These constraints ensure that
every operation Y $ is scheduled in appropriate control steps
within the mobility range (

a $ , b $ ) with a particular supply
voltage. Depending on the supply voltage it may be oper-
ated at more than one clock cycle. We represent them as,wU( , Z�[�(�[ V

,2 ^
� �'�1�U�'� 58�y� � � �2g�3l� � f $'& ^d& g'&N��g � � � � � �c5�� ��Z (10)

When the operators are operating at highest voltage, they
are scheduled in one unique control step, whereas, when
they are to be operated at lower voltages they need more
than one clock cycle for completion. Thus, for lower voltage
the mobility is restricted.
(c) Precedence Constraints : These constraints guarantee
that for an operation Y $ , all its predecessors are scheduled
in an earlier control step and its successors are scheduled
in an later control step. These constraints should also take
care of the multicycling operations. These are modelled as,wU(J
r{	
 Y $ | -}~ vd� � � ,2 ^

� �2g�3l� � ��j,� o $+& ^ ��Zd� f $+& ^d& gh&N��g � � � � � �15?�
� 2 ^

� �2g43l��� j f �J& ^d& gh&N��g � ��� � � �15?� [P��Z (11)

(d) Resource Constraints : These constraints make sure that
no control step contains more than

] @ & ^ operations of type_ operating at voltage ` . These can be enforced as, wy` andwcj , Z�[�j6[�� ,2$'�����7� � 2 g f $+& ^d& gh&N��g � � � � � �c5�� [�B @ & ^ (12)

(e) Peak Power Constraints : These constraints ensure that
the maximum power consumption of the DFG does not ex-
ceed

- ;=<?>L@ for any control step. We enforce these con-
straints as follows, wcj , Z�[�j�[�� ,2$'�����7� � 2 ^ f $+& ^d& gh&N��g � � � � � �c5�� - �'(7
�`y
J"  g @ �.[ - ;=<?>L@ (13)



Step 1: Find ASAP schedule of the UDFG.
Step 2: Find ALAP schedule of the UDFG.
Step 3: Determine the mobility graph of each node.
Step 4: Modify the mobility graph for MVMC.
Step 5: Construct the ILP formulations.
Step 6: Solve the ILP formulations using LP-Solve.
Step 7: Find the scheduled DFG.
Step 8: Determine the cycle frequencies for MVDFC.

Figure 2: Scheduling for peak power minimization

3 ILP-Based Scheduler

In this section, we will discuss the solutions for the ILP
formulations obtained in the previous section. The target ar-
chitecture and characterised datapath components are from
[7]. The ILP based scheduler which minimizes peak power
consumption of the DFG is outlined in Fig. 2. The first step
is to determine the as soon as possible (ASAP) time stamp
of each operation. The second step is the determination of
the as late as possible (ALAP) time stamp of each vertex
for the DFG. The ASAP time stamp is the start time and
the ALAP time stamp is the finish time of each operation.
These two times provide the mobility of a operation and the
operation must be scheduled in this mobile range. This mo-
bility graph needs to be modified for the MVMC scheme.
Then the scheduler determines the ILP formulations based
on the models described in section 2. After the ILP for-
mulation is solved (using LP-Solve) the scheduled DFG is
obtained. The scheduler determines the cycle frequencies
for the scheduled DFG for the MVDFC scheme.
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Figure 3: Example DFG (for RC1) (MVDFC)
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Figure 4: Example DFG (for RC1) (MVMC)

3.1 Scheduling for MVDFC

We illustrate the solution for the ILP formulation in the
MVDFC case, using the DFG shown in Fig. 3. The ASAP
schedule is shown in Fig. 3(a) and the ALAP schedule is
shown in Fig. 3(b). From the ASAP and ALAP schedules
we obtain the mobility graph as in Fig. 3(c). Using this
mobility graph, we get the ILP formulations. We solved
the formulation using LP-solve and based on the results, we
obtained the scheduled DFG shown is Fig. 3(d) for the re-
source constraint (RC1), two multipliers at ��� �	� , one mul-
tiplier at ��� ��� , one ALU at ��� ��� and one ALU operating at��� ��� .

3.2 Scheduling for MVMC

We illustrate solution for the ILP formulation of the
MVMC case, with the help of the DFG shown in Fig. 4.
The ASAP schedule is shown in Fig. 4(a) and the ALAP
schedule is shown in Fig. 4(b). From the ASAP and ALAP
schedules we obtain the mobility graph which is Fig.4(c).
This mobility graph is different from that shown in Fig.
3(c). In the MVMC case, the mobility graph considers mul-
ticycle operations. We assume that two operating voltage
levels, and also that when the multipliers are operated at
lower voltage, they take two clock cycles. For the charac-
terised cells used in our experiment [7], the operating clock
frequency, "  g @ is Z= 	BE¡�t . Using this mobility graph, we
get the ILP formulations. We solved the formulation us-
ing LP-solve and obtained the scheduled DFG shown is Fig.
4(d) for the resource constraint (RC1).



4 Experimental Results

The ILP based MVDFC and MVMC schedulers were
tested with five benchmark circuits : (1) Example circuit
(exp), (2) FIR filter, (3) IIR filter, (4) HAL differential equa-
tion solver and (5) Auto-Regressive filter (arf). The charac-
terised datapath cells are used from [7]. The following no-
tations are used to express results :
- � W the peak power consumption (in m£¢ ) for single sup-
ply voltage and single frequency operation,
-�¤ �1¥ W

the peak power consumption (in m£¢ ) for multiple
supply voltages and dynamic frequency operation,
-§¦ ¥ W

the peak power consumption (in m£¢ ) for multiple
supply voltages and multicycle operation,
-�¨©- � W the power delay product (in q§ª ) for single supply
voltage and single frequency operation,
-�¨©-�¤ �1¥ W

the power delay product (in q§ª ) for multiple
supply voltage and dynamic frequency clocking operation,
-�¨©- ¦ ¥ W

the power delay product (in q§ª ) for multiple
supply voltage and multicycle operation,« - ¤ �1¥ � �R¬���U¬	®,¯�°,�¬� ± Z=�	� W the percentage peak power
reduction due to MVDFC operation,« - ¦ ¥ � �4¬�²�y¬�³H°,�¬� ± Zd��� W the percentage peak power re-
duction due to MVMC operation,« -�¨©- ¤ �1¥ � �R¬ ¤ ¬�²�y¬ ¤ ¬	®�¯²°y�¬ ¤ ¬� ± Z=��� W

the percentage
PDP reduction due to MVDFC operation, and« -�¨©- ¦ ¥ � �4¬ ¤ ¬²²�U¬ ¤ ¬�³H°,�¬ ¤ ¬² ± Zd��� W the percentage PDP
reduction due to MVMC operation.

The ILP-based scheduler was tested using the different
sets of resource constraints shown in Table 1. The experi-
mental results for various benchmark circuits are reported in
Table 2. The power estimation includes the power consump-
tion of the overheads, such as level converters and dynamic
clocking unit. It is assumed that each resource has equal
switching activity ( #§$'&  ). The results are reported for two
supply voltages and for switching = 0.5. Table 2 also shows
the average reductions for different benchmarks averaged
over all resource constraints. It is obvious from the average
data that the reductions are appreciable. To get a general
idea of relative performance, the peak power reductions for
the proposed scheduling schemes are listed alongwith other
scheduling algorithms dealing with peak power reduction in
Table 3.

5 Conclusions

This paper addresses the peak power reduction at behav-
ioral level using low power datapath scheduling techniques
based on ILP-models. Two datapath scheduling schemes,
one using multiple supply voltage and dynamic clocking

Table 1: Resource constraints

Resource Constraints Details Resource
Multipliers ALUs Constraint

3.3 V 5.0 V 3.3 V 5.0 V Labels

2 1 1 1 RC1
3 0 1 1 RC2
2 0 0 2 RC3
1 1 0 1 RC4
2 0 0 1 RC5

and another using multiple supply voltage and multicy-
cling have been introduced. In both cases, the proposed
scheduling schemes could achieve significant amount of
peak power reduction over the single supply voltage and
single frequency scenario. It is observed that for MVDFC
case, using two supply voltage levels an average peak power
reduction is ����� and average PDP reduction is ���²� . Simi-
larly, for MVMC case, the average peak power reduction is�	��� and average PDP reduction is ����� . The results clearly
indicate that the dynamic frequency clocking is a better
scheme than the multicycling approach for peak power min-
imization.
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